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Introduction

In today's hyper-competitive talent market, businesses face a dual challenge: 
anticipating shifts in the economic landscape and responding by delivering the 
right skills in the shortest time possible.  According to PwC’s latest CEO survey, 
78% of CEOs say they’ve changed their people strategy to reflect the skills and 
employment structures they need for the future. They are “...taking steps to 
improve their access to talent and attract the people they need, whoever and 
wherever they may be.”

Make no mistake: they are talking to you.

It will be up to YOU to make it happen. 

How will you convince leadership sourcing is the solution?

Companies that establish a solid business case for their sourcing strategy, 
carefully monitor it throughout design and implementation, and then continue 
to manage all the key components of the business case over time are most 
often the best positioned to realize expected return on investment within the 
first two to three years. 

To help you shape the right business case for your company, this paper 
provides a look at both the benefits of a proactive sourcing strategy, and the 
pros and cons of insourcing or outsourcing this effort all with  a focus on the 
key critical success factors that  will drive your sourcing investment decision. 

This has many forward-thinking HR and Talent Acquisition 
leaders thinking more strategically about how to improve the 
quality, speed, and effectiveness of their engagement with 
candidates by implementing a proactive sourcing strategy. 
Similar to other transformational initiatives, it is important to be 
able to prove that sourcing will create value for your 
organization. That means constructing a robust business case, 
one that incorporates the long-term implications of the global 
pandemic on the future of HR and the workforce. 

So, where do you begin? It is critical to ask yourself the right 
questions, conduct comprehensive data collection, and 
articulate how your strategy aligns to the overall business 
strategy.  Given the organizational challenges that typically 
accompany gaining support for and executing a transformation 
of this nature, you do not want to build a plan only to have to 
change course midstream. 

According to PwC’s latest 
CEO survey, 78% of CEOs 
say they’ve changed their 
people strategy to reflect 
the skills and employment 
structures they need for 
the future. They are 
“...taking steps to improve 
their access to talent and 
attract the people they 
need, whoever and 
wherever they may be.”
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Get a handle on your 
challenges and objectives 
Before setting out to build a business case to 
support a sourcing strategy you must first 
consider the objectives driving the business 
decision. Is it to gain a competitive advantage, 
help drive cost-savings, enhance recruitment 
agility and process efficiency, improve candidate 
experience, or some combination of these 
objectives? 

According to The Sourcing Institute the three 
most important questions leaders always ask:

• How can sourcing and recruiting save us time?

• How can sourcing and recruiting make or save 
us money?

• How can sourcing and recruiting remove 
organizational risk?

You will also need to be frank about the 
challenges that will need to be addressed within 
your own recruiting organization in order to 
implement your strategy successfully. Assess 
your internal capabilities including your team’s 
competencies, current technologies, and 
workload so you can differentiate where you are 
now and what outcomes you can easily measure. 

Where to begin

The key is to focus the OUTCOMES you’d like to 
achieve through sourcing, rather than on the 
activity itself. In short, ask yourself these 
questions: What does the organization need to 
achieve? Why? And when is the timeline when 
we need to see results? These become your 
guideposts as you implement your sourcing 
strategy.  

What challenges will a 
sourcing strategy address? 
• We must increase the size of our talent pool 

by 40%

• We need more qualified and interested 
candidates in process

• We have to save money or spend less

• Our employment brand needs improvement

• We have to lower time to fill

• We need help with screening candidates

• We should be finding 50% more passive (or 
active) candidates

• Gathering and analyzing competitive analysis 
on the market is not our strong suit

• Leadership said to increase diversity hires by 
30%

• Leadership said to improve quality of hire

• Our recruiters lack the time (or the skills)

• We need to pipeline talent ahead of demand
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Factor-in managing change
with stakeholders
At least in the short term, HR business leaders 
may be facing a transformation never seen 
before as our labor market evolves post-COVID. 
The lessons learned through abrupt changes in 
the workforce have put HR is in the position to 
influence how the business strategy retools 
itself. 

As organizations shift their priorities and the 
needs for new skills are defined, HR must take a 
more proactive approach and help hiring leaders 
and other stakeholders change their hiring 
mindset from transactional to one that views 
talent as an investment in the company’s future.  
HR needs to be involved in workforce planning to 
optimize the business strategy through a 
proactive sourcing effort.  There may be tools 
and training needed to make this leap, but it’s an 
important one to the success of the business 
long-term. 

Gartner: Future of Work Trends Post Covid-19

WHERE TO BEGIN
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Evaluating all your options 
There is a reason building a business case 
requires assessing the strengths and weaknesses 
of your own recruiting organization before 
committing to building a sourcing strategy in-
house. Without taking into account all of the 
unique circumstances that influence your 
strategy’s success, you may not achieve the 
outcomes you are looking for. To avoid this trap, 
it is important to take a holistic view of your own 
situation and consider all available sourcing 
options with an open mind. 

Outsourcing all or part of your sourcing strategy 
may provide you the outcomes you seek faster 
and more effectively than building an in-house 
team as the structure is already in place to drive 
efficiencies that may take months or years to 
develop. And there are experts in the market 
who have the resources and skills who can help 
to address challenges in areas such as diversity 
recruitment or brand development. 

WHERE TO BEGIN
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“Talent Sourcing is the single most 
critical initiative towards increased 
revenue because it brings about 
great reductions in the cost of 
recruitment, while significantly 
improving reputation by letting you 
approach only the best talent, 
eliminating the waste associated 
with traditional recruitment models. 
For us, sourcing is the only way in 
which recruitment can be 
transformed from a cost center into 
a discrete capital investment.” 

Shally Steckerl, Founder
The Sourcing Institute



Sourcing is different than recruiting
To sell the value of building a high performing 
sourcing team, you need to be able to articulate 
the responsibilities they handle, and where your 
new sourcers would handover candidates to 
recruiters and ultimately what KPIs and ROI is a 
direct outcome of sourcing. 

SHRM defines sourcing as “the proactive 
searching for qualified job candidates for current 
or planned open positions. The goal of sourcing 
is to collect relevant data about qualified 
candidates, such as names, titles and job 
responsibilities.” This makes understanding the 
difference between sourcing and recruiting 
much easier: 

Sourcers find and qualify new candidates, verify 
their interest, and move them into a process to 
keep profiles connected and “warm” to the 
organization’s brand and opportunities.  

Recruiters handle the process from when a 
candidate is deemed interested or qualified for 
an open position, right through to the moment 
that they're hired.

Sourcing, done right, is a complex and time-
consuming task. And most often leaders lack an 
understanding of knowing the differences 
between the two roles.  That’s why organizations 
that have their recruiters handle both roles often 
struggle with specific skillsets or roles. When you 
only have time to conduct basic searches, you 
only get basic results. 

Creating a clear delineation between sourcing 
and recruiting helps you measure performance 
far more effectively and ensures that nothing 
slips through the gaps.

Selling the Value of Sourcing

Sourcing (especially now) is 
financially smart
Sourcing is a discreet capital investment. This is 
different than recruiting, which is an operating 
expense, which will be very important to your 
CFO. 

There’s a fundamental difference between the 
two processes: once you stop recruiting, it stops 
producing. If you have jobs to fill, you need 
recruiters to fill them. Recruiting is a cost of 
doing business.

Sourcing, on the other hand, does not stop 
producing when you stop sourcing. The effect of 
having a pipeline of talent is long-term, 
sometimes producing a year or more into the 
future. 

Because a pipeline is time consuming to create, 
the best time to do so is before you need to 
scramble to fill roles so that you have the best 
talent possible to choose from. 

The recent market downturn has provided a 
pause in recruiting, as well as a data base of 
talent interested in your roles that are likely 
sitting idle. That makes this the ideal time to 
begin building your sourcing strategy.

Can you see how your CEO might embrace a 
solution that turns a cost center into a capital 
investment?

According to Lever, on average, one in 
every 72 sourced candidates is hired 
compared to one in every 152 
applicants.
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If data teaches us anything about sourcing it’s, it’s that sourcing passive talent makes for stronger hires: 
sourced candidates get hired at twice the rate of applicants, and there’s plenty of evidence out there to 
suggest that sourcing improves quality of hire and reduces both time to hire and cost of hire. 
Additionally, sourced candidates are less likely to turnover in the organization because they have vetted 
the opportunity and decision about a company and the role more closely than an active applicant. 

Where are some of the measurable benefits of sourcing that help make the business case?

Sourcing’s Benefits by the Numbers

Sourcing maximizes 
existing investments

Every company has a largely untapped resource 
of candidates that they’re ignoring right now: the 
database of resumes and previous applicants in 
your ATS and those in your talent pipeline if you 
are lucky enough to have an investment in a 
Candidate Relationship Management platform.

The average corporate role has 250 applicants. 
You're likely to hire 1 candidate, which leaves 249 
unsuccessful applicants. And many of these could 
be ideal candidates for other open positions or 
future roles, especially your “silver medalists” 
who are engaged with your brand.  

You’ve already invested significant resources in 
building your employer brand, job postings and 
advertisings, to have these candidates apply, not 
to mention the recruiter’s time spent 
interviewing and filtering them. Imagine the 
reduction in time- and cost-to-hire if you sourced 
from your own pool? 

Sourcing from the ATS first is one of the ways 
sourcing helps you maximize—and often 
reduce—your recruitment marketing spend 
through a transactional recruiting model by 
paying to sponsor posts online. 

Less than 30% of candidates in a 
typical ATS are in an active 
pipeline. 

That’s a lot of resumes in your ATS sitting 
idle. No wonder rediscovery is considered 
one of biggest innovations in candidate 
sourcing: the ability to mine your ATS 
database for prior candidates that are good 
matches for a current or future requisition.

Sourcing ensures
better candidate quality

Sourcing is a quality—not quantity—game. It 
doesn't matter how many people your team adds 
to your pipeline every week if the profile 
standard is a poor one. To make sure your teams 
are identifying the right kind of candidates, you 
should focus on quality metrics. A simple way to 
measure quality is to track screening feedback.

The best sourcers take their role as one of the 
main arbiters of quality quite seriously and are 
always on the lookout for new candidates that 
match your skill requirements, culture and future 
hiring plans. They know that continually adding 
relevant candidates to a pipeline is one of the 
best ways to make sure that their organization 
always has a pool of high-quality talent ready to 
interview when there is a role to fill. 
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Sourcing speeds Time-to-Hire 
A slight alteration on the classic ATS time-
to-hire metric, tracking the speed of your 
pipeline will show you how long it 
typically takes for candidates to go from 
the "first contacted" stage to "hired".

Sourcing helps predict future 
performance 

Proactive organizations are growing more 
conscious of the need to adapt their analytics 
engine to measure the impact of relationship 
building on their pipelines. Metrics such as Time, 
Quality, and Cost of Hire are important, but they

Where does my pipeline need to be today
in order to hit my targets? 

For 1 hire, you need

CANDIDATES
8

At current speed, 
1 hire takes

DAYS
8

Of all candidates in 
your pipeline

ARE HIRED
13%

A sourced candidate's time-to-hire needs to be 
tracked from the moment that you first 
contacted them, not when they enter your ATS. 
There is an entire process of outreach, nurture 
and qualification that a sourced candidate goes 
through before they're ready to apply. By tracking 
pipeline speed you'll get insights into how 
efficient and effective your sourcing teams are at 
this side of the process.

do little to help you assess risks and 
predicting future performance. In fact, 
recent study by Gem suggests that, while 
71% of organizations see people analytics as 
a top priority, only 9% understand which 
KPIs can help truly measure performance. 

Organizations that proactively source find 
passthrough rates gives them additional 
control, as they can quickly see where the 
breaks are in the candidate experience and 
can predict future performance.

Many organizations also track passthrough 
rates by source of hire (e.g. university 
recruiting, referrals, internal applicants, 
direct applicants, etc.) to gain insights that 
can help you identify your most fruitful and 
efficient hiring channels

100%
entered
process

55%
phone

screened

23%
onsite

13%
offer 

extended

10%
offer

accepted
55% 42% 55% 76%PREDICTING

PERFORMANCE
by tracking 
passthrough rate
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Communicating to Leadership
Business leaders and HR professionals often have very different mindsets. 
Business leaders are focused on driving growth and increasing profits while 
HR professionals are trained to consider the perspectives of compliance, 
risk, and company culture.

While it’s not uncommon for these two viewpoints to clash on 
different occasions, the most valuable contribution you bring 
to the business process is in decision support. 

Human resources leaders play an important role in making the 
best decisions for the success of the business. And you well know that, 
when communicating what may seem like an opposing viewpoint, it’s 
important to be intentional about verbally stating your support for the 
common goal.

Focus on OUTCOMES, not ACTIONS
Communicating the value of a proactive sourcing strategy to your 
organization leadership could be difficult if you don’t “speak the same 
language.” Your knowledge of the recruiting process and the actions that 
“make things happen” are easy for you to understand. You have a clear 
vision of how, as the first step in your recruiting lifecycle, sourcing would 
the answer to your company’s current and future business needs. But it 
may just cloud the picture for leadership. 

If leadership’s goal is “…to improve their access to talent and attract the 
people they need, whoever and wherever they may be,” then focusing on 
that outcome will help you get the buy-in you need to move your strategy 
forward, and transform recruiting in your organization for the better. 

Only 36% of the workforce 
is actively looking for a 
new opportunity at any 
given time. Yet, an 
incredible 90% is willing to 
talk and learn more about 
an open position.

A Final Note on Your Business Case:
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Need support? Learn how 
PowerSourcing™
can help you build the 
high-performance pipeline you need 
to attract tomorrow’s workforce.

www.aspirant.com


